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The Arctic System Reanalysis version 1 (ASRv1), a high-resolution regional assimilation
of model output, observations and satellite data across the mid- and high latitudes of the
Northern Hemisphere, and the global European Centre for Medium Range Forecasting
Interim Reanalysis (ERAI) are compared with atmospheric observations for the period
December 2006 to November 2007. Results throughout the troposphere show observations
to be well assimilated in the ASRv1, as monthly and annual near-surface (upper-level)
temperature, dew-point (relative humidity), pressure (geopotential height) and wind-speed
biases compared with surface stations and radiosondes are very small. These results are
similar to the ERAI, although wind-speed biases are significantly smaller in the ASRv1.
Despite the ASRv1’s use of a 3D-variational (Var) assimilation compared with the ERAI’s
4D-Var, similar results suggest that a regional approach with higher-resolution terrain and a
detailed land-surface description forced by a global reanalysis may improve the assimilation
of observations and help offset temporal information lost by the 3D-Var compared with
the 4D-Var. However, the ASRv1 forecast field results compared with the ERAI are mixed.
The ASRv1 and ERAI show negative precipitation biases during cool months compared
with gauge observations, and too much precipitation falls in the ASRv1 during summer in
the midlatitudes. Stations north of 60◦ N demonstrate smaller precipitation biases in the
ASRv1 than the ERAI except during the summer, when the ASRv1 is very dry. Short-wave
radiation compared with observations is much too large in the ASRv1, and both reanalyses
show long-wave radiation deficits during most months. These results point to inadequacies
in model physics in the ASRv1 (e.g. convective and radiation schemes) that will continue to
be refined in subsequent versions of the ASR.
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1. Introduction
Reanalyses provide a rich data resource that may be used to
monitor climate variability and change, as they merge sparse
and heterogeneous observations into a modelling framework to
create a coherent, homogeneous, and comprehensive record of
the atmospheric state through time. Early generation reanalyses
were characterized by suboptimal sea-surface temperature (SST)
and sea-ice concentration (SIC) fields, underdeveloped bias
corrections for radiosonde and satellite observations, and coarse
horizontal and vertical resolutions (Bengtsson et al., 2007). In
order to better resolve important atmospheric processes in the
troposphere and stratosphere, advances in numerical weather
†
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prediction models, data assimilation methods and observing
networks have led to a rapid development of a new suite of global
reanalyses, including the European Centre for Medium-Range
Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Interim Re-Analysis (ERA-Interim,
herein ERAI) (Dee et al., 2011), the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis for
Research and Applications (MERRA) (Rienecker et al., 2011), and
the coupled global atmosphere–ocean–land surface–cryosphere
National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Climate
Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR) (Saha et al., 2010). The latest
effort toward a fully coupled and consistent climate reanalysis is
currently underway at the ECMWF (Dee et al., 2014).
Although downscaling issues remain, regional models and
reanalyses benefit from using global reanalyses as lateral boundary
conditions (Wang et al., 2004; Laprise, 2008; McGregor, 2013;
Hong and Kanamitsu, 2014). The large-scale atmospheric
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circulation generated by the global reanalyses may be downscaled
to capture finer-scale features on the higher-resolution regional
terrain. Additional obstacles in the creation of reanalyses include
the need for consistent observational quality control, bias (drift)
corrections and the optimization of assimilated observations. The
last is also tied closely to regional and mesoscale processes that
occur on scales poorly represented by the global reanalyses and
may be better resolved with higher-resolution assimilation. For
example, ERAI has surface wind speeds over the Scoresby Sund
region of east Greenland that are too low (Moore et al., 2013);
in addition a climatology of katabatic flow along the southeast
coast of Greenland demonstrates that ERAI wind speeds are not
consistent with observations of topographically forced drainage
flow in this region (Oltmanns et al., 2014). Tip jets and polar
cyclones are additional examples of Arctic mesoscale phenomena
not well represented by the global reanalyses, but the depiction
of which may be improved by assimilation of Arctic observations
within a regional system (Renfrew et al., 2008; Moore, 2012;
Moore and Renfrew, 2014).
The newly developed Arctic System Reanalysis (ASR)
(Bromwich et al., 2010), available at the NCAR Research Data
Archive (https://climatedataguide.ucar.edu/climate-data/arcticsystem-reanalysis-asr), is an Arctic regional reanalysis that
implements the strategies suggested by Bengtsson et al. (2007)
and improves the depiction of mesoscale processes in this
region. The ASR has garnered cooperative partnerships involving
the Arctic terrestrial, sea-ice, ocean and atmospheric communities as it shares its vision with THORPEX-IPY, the World
Climate Research Program, and the World Weather Research
Programme’s Polar Prediction Project in the desire to improve
the prediction and understanding of Arctic weather and climate
and establish a strong link with global numerical weather
prediction centres. The ASR blends modelling and observations
to provide a high-resolution description in space and time of the
atmosphere–sea ice–land surface system of the greater Arctic
during the period 2000–2012. Although similar in concept to the
global reanalyses, ASR’s focus on Arctic observations and their
assimilation (atmosphere and land surface) has resulted in an
improved analysis of regional meteorological phenomena and
boundary layer processes for this region.
The strategy of this study is to assess the performance of the ASR
30 km version 1 (ASRv1) by comparing results with observations
for 1 year. To contextualize the ASRv1 results, the ERAI is also
compared with observations in parallel, in order to assess where
the ASRv1 performs well and to highlight issues that may need
further improvement in both the analysis and forecast fields.
December 2006–November 2007 was chosen for comparison,
as the forecast model used in ASRv1 underwent rigorous
sensitivity testing during this time (Wilson et al., 2011, 2012). This
endeavour produced high-quality controlled surface, upper-level,
precipitation and radiation observations that are readily available
for comparison. Part of this period also overlaps with the fourth
International Polar Year (March 2007–March 2009), a scientific
programme of intense focus on the Arctic and Antarctic. Although
the variability of the full period of the ASR (2000–2012) depends
on the interannual variability of not only the atmospheric state
itself but also the availability of observations for any particular
year, a study of this aspect is beyond the scope of this assessment.
The manuscript is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the
characteristics of the ASRv1 and ERAI, including horizontal and
vertical resolutions, assimilation approaches and land-surface
characteristics. Section 3 compares monthly and annual results
for each reanalysis with observations from the surface and free
troposphere. State variables including near-surface (upper-level)
temperature, dew-point (relative humidity), surface pressure
(geopotential height) and horizontal wind speed have been chosen in order to assess the analysis of the ASRv1, as these variables
represent the mean state of the atmosphere. Analysis of these
variables provides a comprehensive evaluation of the effectiveness
in assimilating heterogeneous and sparse observation data across
c 2015 Royal Meteorological Society
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the entire domain and reflects areas where both horizontal and
vertical resolutions are important. Section 4 compares ASRv1 and
ERAI forecast precipitation and key aspects of the surface-energy
budget, specifically incident short-wave and downwelling
long-wave radiation. The hydrological and radiative qualities of
the forecasts fields represent important quantities for climate
comparisons (e.g. water and surface-energy budgets). Finally, a
summary of the strengths and weaknesses of the ASRv1 as well
as the future development strategy are provided in section 5.
2. The ASRv1 and ERAI descriptions
2.1.

Forecast model

The regional forecast model used in ASRv1 is the fully
compressible, Eulerian non-hydrostatic Weather Research and
Forecasting model version 3.3.1 (Skamarock et al., 2008) that
has been adapted for use over polar environments (Polar WRF)
(Hines and Bromwich, 2008; Bromwich et al., 2009; Hines et al.,
2011) and evaluated on the ASRv1 domain (Wilson et al., 2011,
2012). Figure 1 shows the domain, which consists of a one-way
nest, whereby the outer domain relays information down-scale
to the fine-scale inner domain. The outer domain encompasses
most of the Northern Hemisphere in order to capture all of the
major weather patterns and provide smooth meteorological fields
at the lateral boundaries of the inner domain. The inner domain
boundaries have been chosen in order to avoid the highest elevations and also retain the headwaters of the major river basins (e.g.
Mackenzie, Ob, Lena and Yenisei) that drain fresh water into the
Arctic Ocean and are vital to sea-ice formation and the climate of
the Arctic. Polar WRF (Figure 1; ASR low-resolution system) uses
the staggered Arakawa grid-C with 361 latitude–longitude grid
points in each direction at 30 km horizontal resolution for the
inner domain, covering an area of roughly 1.2 × 108 km2 . This
is in contrast with the ECMWF Integrated Forecasting System
(IFS) model used in the ERAI, which combines atmosphere,
land surface and ocean surface components in a hydrostatic,
spectral representation of a global domain with a T255 horizontal
resolution (∼79 km on a reduced Gaussian grid) integrated with
a semi-Lagrangian, semi-implicit scheme (Table 1).
The vertical resolutions in the ASRv1 (Polar WRF) and ERAI
(IFS) also differ. The Polar WRF uses a terrain-following, dry
hydrostatic-pressure vertical coordinate system with 71 levels
in the vertical and a constant pressure surface at the top of
the model of 10 hPa. The lowest full model level is 8 m above
ground level (AGL), with more than 25 levels below 850 hPa. The
ERAI uses a 60-level hybrid sigma-pressure vertical coordinate
system with a higher model top of 0.1 hPa. The ERAI’s lowest
full-model level is centred at 10 m AGL with 12 levels below
850 hPa. Mid-tropospheric vertical layer spacing is similar for the
ASRv1 and ERAI (∼0.5 km) with 0.8 km (ASRv1)/1 km (ERAI)
resolution near the tropopause and above. With the higher
model top, more of the stratosphere and lower mesosphere are
represented by the ERAI, with a vertical spacing of 1.5 km in this
part of the atmosphere (Uppala et al., 2005; Dee et al., 2011).
The ERAI surface and upper air model-level data are used to
provide the initial and lateral boundary conditions on the outer
grid for Polar WRF. Spectral nudging is utilized on temperature,
geopotential height and wind components above 100 hPa (top
20 vertical levels) on the inner domain (all levels in the outer
domain) in order to nudge the model forecast toward the ERAI
state (Waldon et al., 1996; von Storch et al., 2000). Wavenumber
11 is selected as the top wavenumber to nudge in both the x and
y directions of the Polar WRF grid, meaning only the larger-scale
synoptic conditions (wavelengths >1000 km) are nudged.
The nudging coefficients for all three variables are 0.0003 s−1 ,
which represents approximately 56 min in relaxation time. The
Polar WRF has upper-level damping over the top 8 km of the
atmosphere and gravity wave drag options that limit gravity wave
interference at the top of the model.
Q. J. R. Meteorol. Soc. 142: 644–658 (2016)
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Figure 1. The ASRv1 inner and outer domains along with terrain height (shaded). The low-resolution domain (30 km) is analysed in this study. The number of grid
points in each direction and horizontal resolution are provided in the lower-left corner. High-resolution ASRv2 (15 km) is currently being conducted, and domain
information pertaining to this version is provided in the upper-right corner.

The Polar WRF physics configuration consists of the Goddard
microphysics scheme (Tao and Simpson, 1993; Tao et al., 2003),
the Kain–Fritsch cumulus parametrization (Kain and Fritsch,
1990, 1993; Kain, 2004), the RRTMG long-wave and short-wave
radiation schemes (Mlawer et al., 1997; Iacono et al., 2008), the
Noah Land Surface Model (LSM) (Chen and Dudhia, 2001), and
the Mellor–Yamada–Nakanishi–Niino (MYNN) (Nakanishi,
2001; Nakanishi and Niino, 2004, 2006) 2.5-level planetary
boundary layer (PBL) and complimentary surface-layer schemes.
Modifications to the Polar WRF (Hines and Bromwich, 2008;
Bromwich et al., 2009; Hines et al., 2011) have focused on
improvements to the Noah LSM, including the use of fractional
sea ice within each grid cell and the specification of a number of
sea-ice characteristics, including thickness, snow cover on sea ice
and albedo. Changes to heat transfer and a revised surface-energy
balance calculation have also improved the performance of the
Polar WRF over all snow and ice surfaces.
2.2.

Data assimilation

The ERAI uses a 12-hourly analysis cycle centred on analyses produced every 6 h (0000, 0600 UTC, etc.), combining observations
with forecast model data during this time in order to describe the
evolution of the atmosphere and land surface (Dee et al., 2011).
The analysis is then used as initial conditions to run the forecast
model, producing the next model forecast that is combined with
observations to produce the next analysis. This process involves
4D variational assimilation (4D-Var), meaning that observations are assimilated at the time they are observed and multiple
c 2015 Royal Meteorological Society


iterations of the forecast model ensure that the assimilated data
reflect the evolution of the atmospheric state. The ASRv1 uses a
simpler but much less computationally-demanding assimilation
scheme (WRFDA), producing an analysis every 3 h by implementing a 3D-Var technique (Barker et al., 2004). Instead of multiple
model iterations, a 3 h forecast is made and then observations
within ±1.5 h of the analysis time are assimilated to produce a new
set of initial conditions for the next forecast in time. With both systems, the model first-guess fields are important as they carry forward in time assimilated observations and advect historical atmospheric information from data-rich to data-sparse regions within
the domain.
Atmospheric observations assimilated by the ASRv1 and ERAI
are similar and include conventional observations (synoptic,
METAR, ship, buoy and radiosonde), satellite observations
(QuickSCAT, SSM/I – sea-surface wind speed), satellite radiance
data (AMSUA, AMSUB, AIRS, MHS, HIRS3, HIRS4) and GPS
(RO, IPW). See Dee et al. (2011) for a complete listing of
assimilated data in the ERAI. For the land surface, the ASRv1
implements the High Resolution Land Data Assimilation System
(HRLDAS) (Chen et al., 2007), which assimilates snow cover
and depth, observed vegetation fraction, and albedo from the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA)
National Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information Service
(NESDIS) satellite observations. Many of these parameters
are updated weekly using Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer (MODIS) data. The ERAI uses the Tiled
ECMWF Scheme for Surface Exchanges over Land (TESSEL),
Q. J. R. Meteorol. Soc. 142: 644–658 (2016)
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Table 1. ASRv1- and ERAI-model, land-surface and data-assimilation characteristics.
Characteristics

ASRv1

ERAI
◦

Horizontal resolution and grid

Greater Arctic (north of ∼40 N)
2000–2012
Polar WRF 3.3.1 coupled to the NOAH LSM, forced
with ERAI lateral boundary conditions, spectrally
nudged above 100 hPa
Fully compressible, Euler non-hydrostatic
Terrain-following, dry hydrostatic-pressure
Time-split integration using a third-order
Runge–Kutta scheme
30 km/Arakawa C-grid staggering

Vertical resolution and model top
Land surface
SST

71 vertical levels with 10 hPa top
HRLDAS with NOAH LSM
ERAI

Sea-ice

SSMI 25 km (January 2000–June 2002; October
2011–December 2012); AMSRE 6.25 km (June
2002–October 2011)
Varying; based on same data as concentration except
PIOMASS (Schweiger et al., 2011) was used for
(October 2011–December 2012)
Annually varying seasonal cycle based on
melt/freeze date observations
Seasonally varying
NCEP final analysis
MODIS updated every 8 days/Greenland – updated
daily
USGS GTOPO 2 /Greenland - 1 km DEM (Bamber
et al., 2001)
MODIS – updated every 8 days
Initialized with ERAI soil temperature and moisture

Domain
Full period
Model

Dynamical core
Vertical coordinate
Time-stepping scheme

Concentration

Thickness

Albedo
Snow cover on sea-ice
Snow cover and depth
Land-surface albedo
Orography
Vegetation
Soil
Assimilation
Method

WRFDA/3D-Var
3-hourly analysis cycle assimilating observations
within ±1.5 h of analysis

Background error

Based on 12 and 24 h Polar WRF forecasts

Data

Conventional data and limited array of satellite data
(see text for details)

with four-layer soil and snow updates to the temperature and
moisture, high and low vegetation types based on the Global Land
Cover Characteristics (GLCC) data set at 1 km resolution derived
from the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR),
and a snow scheme with different treatments for open-area snow
and snow shielded by high vegetation (Dee et al., 2011).
3. Surface and upper-air analyses
For the ASRv1 analysis, near-surface air and dew-point
temperatures are calculated using potential temperatures and
mixing ratios from the bottom model level, respectively. The
ERAI uses a separate temperature and humidity optimization
for their publically available surface analysis (Simmons et al.,
2010), and these data are used directly for temperature and
dew-point. Temperature, dew-point and surface pressure have
been corrected for differences between reanalyses and observation
heights. Wind speeds at two vertical levels (above and below 10 m
AGL) in the ASRv1 are calculated using the zonal and meridional
components of the wind, and then linearly interpolated between
the two levels in order to obtain 10 m wind speed. For the
ERAI, 10 m wind is used directly. All upper-level data have been
interpolated from model-level data to isobaric surfaces for both
the ASRv1 and ERAI. Even with tight quality control measures,
comparing single-site observations with gridded cell data
from the reanalyses makes interpreting the results a challenge.
c 2015 Royal Meteorological Society


Global
1979 to present
ECMWF IFS (coupled atmosphere, land surface,
and ocean wave components)
Hydrostatic, spectral
Hybrid-sigma pressure
Semi-Lagrangian, semi-implicit
T255/N128 reduced Gaussian grid (∼79 km
globally)
60 vertical levels with 0.1 hPa top
TESSEL
NCEP 2DVAR (January 1979–June 2001); NCEP
OISST V2 (July–December 2001); NCEP RTG
(January 2002–January 2009); OSTIA (February
2009 to present).
Same as SST

Fixed

Fixed monthly climatology
N/A
NOAA/NESDIS daily IMS
Monthly mean climatology based on 16-day
MODIS from 2000 to 2003
USGS GTOPO 30 /Greenland – 30 KMS DEM
(Ekholm, 1996)
GLCC derived from 1 year of AVHRR
Soil analysis for IFS based on 2 m temperature and
relative humidity observations
4D-Var
12-hourly analysis window centered on analyses
every 6 h assimilating observations at the time they
are observed
Static ensemble based correlations and state
dependent variances (see Fisher and Courtier, 1995;
Fisher, 2003)
Conventional data and extensive array of satellite
data (see Dee et al., 2011)

Although results are similar using the nearest point to the latitude
and longitude of each station location (not shown), we utilize a
bilinear interpolation among the four closest grid-points for all
comparisons in this study. It should be noted here that except
for stations that are rejected by the data assimilation systems,
observations used for this comparison are assimilated in the
ASRv1 and ERAI. Therefore, the reanalyses are not explicitly
independent from the observations. Confidence intervals for the
mean statistics from the ASRv1 and ERAI are calculated using the
t-value for 95% (t95 ) and the standard error of the means (SE).
3.1.

Near-surface variables

Near-surface variables from the ASRv1 and ERAI have been compared with ∼4500 surface stations from the National Climatic
Data Center (NCDC; http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/) in order to
compare the large-scale performance of the ASRv1. These variables are evaluated at 3 h intervals, and the ERAI is interpolated
linearly in time to produce values in between analysis times (0300,
0900, 1200 and 1500). Table 2 shows the monthly and annual
biases, root mean squared errors (RMSEs) and correlations for
all variables for the ASRv1 and ERAI, along with the percentage
of stations with significant biases (% = H0 ) based on a Student’s
t-test and p < 0.05 for the period of December 2006–November
2007. A comparison of the variance between the two reanalyses
reveals that their standard errors are small and most of the
Q. J. R. Meteorol. Soc. 142: 644–658 (2016)
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Table 2. Near-surface monthly and annual mean statistics for the ASRv1 and ERAI compared to NCDC observations.
2 m temperature (◦ C)
Bias

2 m dew-point(◦ C)
RMSE

Correlation

Bias

RMSE

Correlation

Month

ASRv1

% = H 0

ERAI

% = H 0

ASRv1

ERAI

ASRv1

ERAI

ASRv1

% = H 0

ERAI

% = H 0

ASRv1

ERAI

ASRv1

ERAI

12
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
Annual

0.25
0.17
0.05
0.02
0.05
0.05
0.03
0.01
0.05
0.09
0.14
0.26
0.10

28
23
16
13
12
16
20
21
18
15
16
25
19

0.40
0.35
0.28
0.25
0.23
0.24
0.25
0.27
0.28
0.25
0.27
0.36
0.29

42
37
34
32
29
33
37
40
35
34
33
38
35

1.47
1.44
1.33
1.37
1.27
1.25
1.35
1.29
1.25
1.23
1.25
1.43
1.33

2.06
2.17
2.11
2.09
1.97
2.00
1.99
1.93
1.87
1.83
1.85
1.95
1.99

0.95
0.96
0.96
0.96
0.97
0.96
0.95
0.95
0.95
0.96
0.96
0.95
0.96

0.91
0.92
0.92
0.92
0.93
0.92
0.91
0.91
0.91
0.92
0.92
0.92
0.92

0.23
0.29
0.07
0.02
−0.01
−0.16
−0.34
−0.04
−0.15
−0.27
−0.01
0.12
−0.02

38
34
31
29
34
34
45
47
41
38
30
33
36

0.60
0.62
0.67
0.55
0.45
0.25
0.02
−0.09
−0.03
0.11
0.24
0.50
0.32

55
47
51
49
47
50
62
68
58
48
41
47
52

1.84
1.92
1.90
1.79
1.73
1.67
1.70
1.58
1.53
1.59
1.54
1.80
1.72

2.09
2.23
2.28
2.22
2.14
2.10
1.98
1.90
1.81
1.85
1.82
2.05
2.04

0.94
0.94
0.94
0.93
0.92
0.92
0.90
0.89
0.90
0.93
0.94
0.94
0.92

0.92
0.92
0.91
0.90
0.88
0.80
0.85
0.84
0.85
0.90
0.92
0.92
0.88

10 m wind speed (m s−1 )

Surface pressure (hPa)
Bias

RMSE

Correlation

Bias

RMSE

Correlation

Month

ASRv1

% = H 0

ERAI

% = H 0

ASRv1

ERAI

ASRv1

ERAI

ASRv1

% = H 0

ERAI

% = H 0

ASRv1

ERAI

ASRv1

ERAI

12
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
Annual

0.07
0.11
0.07
0.04
0.01
0.00
−0.01
0.01
0.00
0.02
0.01
0.06
0.03

8
9
8
7
11
13
15
19
16
12
12
9
12

0.10
0.12
0.10
0.01
−0.04
0.14
−0.21
−0.24
−0.21
−0.12
−0.07
0.04
−0.03

14
16
15
12
18
19
23
27
24
18
20
15
18

0.90
0.91
0.87
0.93
0.79
0.81
0.79
0.78
0.77
0.78
0.81
0.85
0.83

1.07
1.11
1.03
1.08
0.91
0.94
0.91
0.91
0.90
0.92
0.95
0.99
0.98

0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99

0.99
0.99
0.99
0.99
0.98
0.98
0.98
0.98
0.98
0.99
0.98
0.99
0.99

−0.14
−0.11
−0.18
−0.25
−0.35
−0.40
−0.34
−0.29
−0.27
−0.20
−0.16
−0.18
−0.24

69
71
66
66
67
71
69
71
68
67
67
70
69

0.63
0.68
0.51
0.41
0.18
0.20
0.18
0.27
0.29
0.48
0.48
0.59
0.41

79
79
76
73
72
72
72
76
75
77
78
78
76

1.91
1.94
1.87
1.87
1.76
1.77
1.67
1.64
1.63
1.69
1.70
1.86
1.78

2.34
2.37
2.24
2.22
2.04
2.07
1.94
1.94
1.93
2.07
2.09
2.28
2.13

0.71
0.73
0.72
0.73
0.72
0.70
0.67
0.66
0.66
0.70
0.71
0.72
0.70

0.66
0.68
0.67
0.67
0.65
0.62
0.61
0.60
0.60
0.64
0.65
0.66
0.64

% = H0 : denotes the percentage of stations where the monthly means are significantly different from observations. The annual value is the average of the monthly
values.
Italicized values indicate where ASRv1 and ERAI are not statistically different based on a Student’s two-tailed t-test.

differences between them are statistically significant (insignificant
differences are found only in surface pressure).
Figure 2(a,b) shows annual 2 m temperature biases for all
the stations for the ASRv1 and ERAI, respectively. Across much
of the higher latitudes throughout Europe, Siberia and North
America, the ASRv1 biases are small and cool. Larger biases are
found in central Asia and in the western United States, where
topography is much more complex. The ERAI presents warm
biases across much of the domain, particularly across Siberia,
Alaska and western North America. Low RMSE values in the
ASRv1 and ERAI almost domain-wide (not shown) demonstrate
accurate assimilations of observations and they have high
correlations compared with observations. Seasonally, the ASRv1
and ERAI have small warm biases during all months, although
much less than 1 ◦ C (Table 2). The ASRv1 demonstrates nearly
zero 2 m temperature biases during the spring and summer, with
smaller biases and RMSEs and larger correlations than the ERAI.
Compared with observations, fewer stations in the ASR exhibit
significant biases (19%) than the ERAI (35%).
Similar results are found for 2 m dew-point temperatures,
although there is a negative bias in the ASRv1 from late
spring through early autumn, which is strongly reflected in
the annual mean biases of the individual stations (Figure 2(c)).
Overall, positive annual mean 2 m temperature and negative
2 m dew-point biases suggest dry conditions (larger dew-point
depressions) in ASRv1 that may explain the predominately dry
biases in the hydrological cycle (section 4.1). The ERAI 2 m dewpoint biases (most of the individual stations in Figure 2(d))
show small positive biases, which considering small warm
air temperature biases, indicates that the relative humidity is
well captured.
The ASRv1 and ERAI perform very well with surface pressure,
as annual mean biases are only a few hundredths of a hPa for both
reanalyses, with small RMSEs and high correlations. This means
that the synoptic setting in the ASRv1 as in the ERAI is very well
captured in the analysis fields, with negligible differences in the
c 2015 Royal Meteorological Society


locations of storm systems throughout the domain. Figure 2(e,f)
shows very small biases over most of the domain for the ASRv1 and
ERAI, apart from areas of complex terrain where the surface pressure biases are slightly larger and negative (western United States).
Near-surface wind, especially over complex terrain, is often
difficult to capture due to highly variable fine-scale (local) wind
effects that are sensitive to station location as well as model
terrain, which are not always well represented on the model
grid. However, the ASRv1’s annual domain-mean negative wind
bias is −0.24 m s−1 , with most stations demonstrating annual
mean biases of ±1 m s−1 (Figure 2(g)). The ERAI 10 m annual
domain-mean bias is also small but positive (0.41 m s−1 ), largely
a result of positive biases of 1–3 m s−1 across Europe and
Asia (Figure 2(h)). The IFS model used in the ERAI has been
demonstrated to have overly strong turbulent mixing (Bechtold
et al., 2008; Jung et al., 2010), which leads to weak inversions,
warmer temperatures near the surface and stronger horizontal
wind. Although the ASRv1 correlations are lower for 10 m wind
speed compared with the other three surface variables, they are
higher than the ERAI and statistically significant for all months,
with approximately 5–10% fewer stations demonstrating
significant biases compared with observations.
3.2.

Upper-air analysis

Twice-daily (0000 and 1200 UTC) soundings from the Integrated
Global Radiosonde Archive (IGRA)-derived version-2 (Durre
and Yin, 2008) are used to compare the ASRv1 and ERAI
analyses above the surface. Out of a pool of 292 possible stations
at each level, only those stations reporting at least 50% of the
monthly radiosonde observations are included in the comparison
of temperature, geopotential height, relative humidity and
horizontal wind speed. Figure 3 shows mean vertical profiles of
annual mean biases, RMSEs and correlations for selected isobaric
levels between 1000 and 10 hPa. Error bars represent the 95%
confidence intervals of annual means based on a Student’s t-test.
Q. J. R. Meteorol. Soc. 142: 644–658 (2016)
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Figure 2. Annual mean biases for the period December 2006–November 2007 for the ASRv1 (a,c,e,g) and ERAI (b,d,f,h) for (a,b) 2 m temperature (◦ C), (c,d) 2 m
dew-point (◦ C), (e,f) surface pressure (hPa) and (g,h) 10 m wind speed (m s−1 ). Magnitudes of the biases are given by the colour scale and the size of the symbol.

Figure 4 displays the biases at each station on the 500 hPa level
(850 hPa for RH) for ASRv1 and ERAI.
Figure 3(a) shows ASRv1 and ERAI temperatures are similar,
with annual mean biases within ±0.2 ◦ C at nearly all levels
for both reanalyses. ASRv1 temperatures are cool compared
to IGRA for most levels and ERAI biases are smaller than
ASRv1 in the lower atmosphere, though their differences are
not statistically significant. ASRv1 annual mean temperature
biases are statistically different than ERAI near the tropopause
(200–300 hPa), with each reanalysis on either side of zero in this
region of the atmosphere. RMSE values in ASRv1 are smaller than
ERAI below 100 hPa, while ERAI RMSEs are smaller above this
level. Seasonally (not shown), the ASRv1 temperature analysis is
consistent with the annual results, with biases no greater than
±0.24 ◦ C, small RMSE values (0.69–1.54) and high correlations
(0.91–0.98, lowest in the summer). Figure 4(a) shows that warm
biases in the ASRv1 at 500 hPa can be found in most of North
America and western Europe, with a large expanse of negative
temperature biases from eastern Europe through Asia. These
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temperature biases are similar to the ERAI (Figure 4(b)), with only
slightly smaller biases in western North America in the ASRv1.
Annual mean geopotential height biases of ±2 gpm or less
are found at all levels except 100 hPa for the ASRv1 and ERAI
(Figure 3(b)). Negative biases are found in the ASRv1 close to
the surface and for all levels at/above 300 hPa. Positive biases are
demonstrated throughout most of the atmosphere for the ERAI.
The two reanalysis are not significantly different from one another
at any level, as their standard errors of the mean biases are similar.
The RMSEs are slightly smaller in the ASRv1 than ERAI, but again
the standard errors associated with the mean RMSEs do not differ
significantly and the correlations are extremely high (>0.99) for
all levels in both reanalyses. Seasonally there is very little change
in the biases, RMSEs or correlations at any of the levels for
geopotential height. Spatially, both reanalyses show similar biases
at most locations throughout the domain (Figure 4(c,d)). The
largest biases are located in eastern Europe through central Asia,
although these biases are generally within 20 gpm (<1% of the
mean 500 hPa geopotential height).
Q. J. R. Meteorol. Soc. 142: 644–658 (2016)
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Figure 2. Continued.

Relative humidity biases are similar for the ASRv1 and ERAI,
although RMSEs are significantly smaller and correlations are
significantly higher in the ASRv1 between 1000 and 500 hPa (Figure 3(c)). Figure 4(e,f) shows positive biases (generally <5% of
means) throughout most of the midlatitudes, including western
Europe, central Asia and along 50◦ N in North America. The Arctic
region throughout northern Europe, Siberia, Alaska and northern
Canada also reflects negative biases in both reanalyses. The ASRv1
has negative relative humidity biases across Siberia that differ with
the ERAI, as well as more stations with positive biases in western
Europe. The ERAI’s domain-wide mean bias is ∼0.1% larger than
the ASRv1, probably a reflection of slightly larger positive biases
across the higher terrain of central and eastern Asia.
Figure 3(d) shows that although both reanalyses demonstrate
weaker than observed horizontal winds throughout most of the
atmosphere, the ERAI wind speed biases are significantly smaller
for stations reporting at 1000 hPa. The ASRv1 mean annual
biases are significantly smaller than ERAI through most of the
troposphere and lower stratosphere (850 and 200 hPa), while the
two are nearly identical above 100 hPa (the ASRv1 is nudged to the
ERAI in this part of the atmosphere). The ASRv1 demonstrates
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significantly smaller RMSEs between 925 and 400 hPa, with higher
correlations in the lower atmosphere as well. Figure 4(g,h) shows
that horizontal wind-speed biases at 500 hPa are negative across
most of the domain, with generally smaller biases in the ASRv1
(consistent with Figure 3(d)).
4. Forecast precipitation and downwelling radiation
4.1.

Precipitation

The ASRv1 and ERAI forecast monthly precipitation totals are
compared with gauge observations on land from the Global
Historical Climate Network version 2 (GHCN2) (Peterson and
Vose, 1997) and the Adjusted Historical Canadian Climate
Data (AHCCD) (Mekis and Hogg, 1999). The GHCN2 and
AHCCD data have undergone rigorous quality control (Peterson
and Easterling, 1994; Easterling and Peterson, 1995; Mekis
and Hopkinson, 2004; Mekis, 2005; Devine and Mekis, 2008),
including methods to improve wind undercatch, evaporation
and adjustments for trace observations, all particularly important
Q. J. R. Meteorol. Soc. 142: 644–658 (2016)
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Figure 3. Vertical profiles of annual mean biases (red), RMSEs (blue) and correlations (green) for the ASRv1 (solid lines) and ERAI (dotted lines) for (a) temperature
(◦ C), (b) geopotential height (gpm), (c) relative humidity (%) and (d) horizontal wind speed (m s−1 ). Error bars represent the 95% confidence intervals based on
±t95 × SE of all station biases, RMSEs, and correlations at each level. The y-axis is log-scaled based on pressure level. Biases and RMSEs are represented by the bottom
x-axis and correlation is represented by the top x-axis.

for frozen and light precipitation regimes that dominate the
Arctic. Only stations with complete annual records are included
in this comparison. Further insights are achieved by dividing
observations into two regions as their precipitation patterns vary:
midlatitude (south of 60◦ N (296 stations)) and polar (60◦ N and
poleward (78 stations)).
Many factors affect precipitation comparisons between station
data and model/reanalysis output, including model resolution,
observation density and interpolation methods (Accadia et al.,
2003; Hofstra et al., 2010; Wolff et al., 2014). To avoid the addition
of error by interpolating with reanalyses, we use the ERAI on a
0.75 × 0.75 latitude–longitude grid and leave the ASRv1 results
on its native projection for the precipitation comparison. All
precipitation types for the ASRv1 and ERAI are summed to
monthly totals based on 3 and 12 h forecasts, respectively.
Figure 5 shows monthly and annual total precipitation for the
ASRv1, ERAI and observations as well as mean biases of each
reanalysis compared with observations. The monthly and annual
totals (Figure 5(a)–(c)) shows grand totals of all, midlatitude
and polar stations within the domain (or subregion), and their
units are ×104 mm for monthly sums and ×105 mm for annual
sums. Figure 5(d)–(f) shows the station-mean monthly (mm)
and annual biases (mm) compared with observations. For all
stations during the cool months (September–March), the ASRv1
forecast precipitation is generally less than observed, with biases
c 2015 Royal Meteorological Society


ranging from −4.2 to −10.3% (Figure 5(a,d)). Overall, ERAI
biases are smaller than the ASRv1 during the same months,
ranging from 0.1 to −6.5%, although the two reanalyses are
not significantly different from one another (based on 95%
confidence intervals). From April to August, the ASRv1 generates
too much precipitation, with positive biases ranging from 0.6
to 18.2%, while April is the only month overpredicted by the
ERAI (9.3%). Unlike the cool months, the mean biases for
June and July are significantly different between the ASRv1
and ERAI. This is the product of too much precipitation over
land in the ASRv1 during the summertime in the midlatitudes,
where biases for June and July are 25.2 and 14.0%, respectively
(Figure 5(b,e)).
This seasonal difference between the warm and cool seasons
has already been shown in sensitivity simulations using the Polar
WRF over the ASRv1 domain (Wilson et al., 2011, 2012), and a
similar analysis was repeated for this study. An investigation of the
diurnal cycle of near-surface dew-point temperature in ASRv1
(not shown) shows positive 2 m dew-point biases during the
afternoon hours compared with observations, reflecting increased
low-level moisture (2 m temperatures during this time are well
represented). The increase in low-level moisture in summer is
tied to excessive evaporation and increased convective available
potential energy (CAPE). These moisture and CAPE errors result
in more convection and large summertime precipitation biases,
Q. J. R. Meteorol. Soc. 142: 644–658 (2016)
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Figure 4. Annual mean biases for the period December 2006–November 2007 for the ASRv1 (a,c,e,g) and ERAI (b,d,f,h) for (a,b) temperature at 500 hPa (◦ C), (c,d)
geopotential height at 500 hPa (gpm), (e,f) relative humidity at 850 hPa (%) and (g,h) horizontal wind speed at 500 hPa (m s−1 ). Magnitudes of the biases are given
by the colour scale and the size of the symbol.

while the non-convective component of precipitation that is
dominant during winter is underpredicted.
In the Arctic, the ASRv1 demonstrates smaller biases on average
than ERAI from September through February (Figure 5(c,f)), but
generally is dry compared with observations (except January).
The ERAI overestimates precipitation during September (6.0%)
and October (10.0%), but similarly demonstrates negative biases
during the other colder months. Except for July, the ASRv1
and ERAI underpredict precipitation during the warm months
(not statistically different). The greatest of these biases in the
ASRv1 occur during May, June and August, with biases of −22.8,
−23.7 and −17.2%, respectively. So although precipitation in
the Arctic during the cooler months is captured better by the
ASRv1, summer precipitation forecasts in the ASRv1 are worse
than ERAI. This implies a model issue with the moist physics used
in the Polar WRF, with a general lack of low-level moisture over
the Arctic during the summer (not shown).
c 2015 Royal Meteorological Society


In order to further quantify regional precipitation differences,
Figure 6(a,b) shows the annual precipitation biases expressed as a
percentage of the observed total for each station on the domain for
the ASRv1 and ERAI, respectively. Annual biases are calculated
as the difference between yearly totals (ASRv1/ERAI – observations). Both reanalyses show similar annual biases, with many
midlatitude stations reflecting too much precipitation and a deficit
in precipitation in the western Arctic region. In particular, the
Canadian Archipelago shows large dry biases, which may demonstrate both the difficulty in precisely measuring precipitation in
these locations as well as the fine-scale processes responsible for
precipitation that are not entirely captured by even a regional
reanalysis. Orographic lift and rain-shadow are also difficult
precipitation processes to capture in complex terrain, demonstrated by the dry and wet biases in close proximity throughout the
Rocky Mountains in the United States. Similar spatial results are
found in a seasonal assessment of precipitation biases (not shown).
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Figure 4. Continued.

The greatest difference between the ASRv1 and ERAI occurs
during summer, when the ASRv1 precipitation biases compared
with observations are much larger throughout the midlatitudes
(polar region in July). The percentages of stations with significant
annual biases compared with observations are calculated using the
12-monthly values at each station. Compared with observations,
the ASRv1 (21%) has a greater percentage of stations with significant annual precipitation biases than the ERAI (4%), with far
more significant biases in the polar region. Overall, however, the
mean annual biases for the ASRv1 and ERAI do not significantly
differ in either subdomain, as shown by the confidence intervals in
Figure 5(d)–(f).
Figure 6(c,d) shows differences in their intensity distributions
for January and July, respectively. These histograms show the
number of occurrences that the daily precipitation rate falls
within a particular category for all the stations in each region. For
the polar region (blue) during January (Figure 6(c)), the number
of dry days is much higher in the ERAI (357) than ASRv1 (2),
however, very light precipitation (<0.1 mm day−1 ) occurs more
c 2015 Royal Meteorological Society


often in the ASRv1 than ERAI. For high precipitation rates, the
ASRv1 and ERAI show similar results. Precipitation-rate differences are even greater in midlatitudes (green), as the ERAI has over
2000 occurrences of dry days while the ASRv1 has only 276. Again,
the ASRv1 shows very light precipitation (<0.1 mm day−1 ) on a
large number of days (nearly 3500), much more than ERAI (963).
Bollmeyer et al. (2015) used the German Meteorological Service’s
Consortium for Small-Scale Modelling (COSMO) to compare
precipitation intensity distributions from over 1000 stations in
Germany with the ERAI, and found that the ERAI underestimates
the frequency of precipitation below 0.1 mm day−1 and extremely
heavy events (>10.0 mm day−1 ). Indeed, the sum of all dry
days and rates <0.1 mm day−1 in the ERAI in the midlatitudes
(3229) is less than the ASRv1 (3704), but a direct comparison
with observations is not possible here. It is probable that the
ASRv1 is overproducing light precipitation (<0.1 mm day−1 ),
as this has been shown to occur with other regional simulations including the WRF (e.g., Caldwell et al., 2009; Soares
et al., 2012).
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Figure 5. Monthly (×104 mm) and annual (×105 mm) precipitation (sum of stations) for the observed (dotted), ASRv1 (blue) and ERAI (red) for (a) all stations,
(b) midlatitude stations and (c) polar stations. Station-mean monthly (mm) and annual precipitation biases (mm) are displayed for the ASRv1 (blue) and ERAI (red)
for (d) all stations, (e) midlatitude stations and (f) polar stations. Error bars represent the 95% confidence intervals based on ±t95 × SE for all the stations in each
category. The left y-axis is for monthly biases and the right y-axis is for annual biases.

Overall, similar behaviour is displayed in Figure 6(d) for July,
although more dry days occur during this month in the ASRv1
(closer agreement with the ERAI). For the higher precipitation
rates (>1.0 mm day−1 ), the ASRv1 is producing heavier rainfall,
which is tied to the excessive convective precipitation during
summer (Figure 5(b,e)). This is made further robust by the
negative biases during winter when there is less convection, and
large-scale precipitation dominates.
4.2.

Incident short-wave and downwelling long-wave radiation

Radiation measurements from a number of sources have been
used for this analysis, including Abisko, Sweden (http://www.
linnea.com/∼ans/), Atqasuk, Alaska (ARM; Ackerman and
Stokes, 2003, Sodankylä, Finland (Climate Service Centre
of the Finnish Meteorological Institute), Summit, Greenland (http://cires.colorado.edu/science/groups/steffen/gcnet/),
and several stations from the World Climate Research Program Baseline Surface Radiation Network (Hegner et al., 1998;
c 2015 Royal Meteorological Society


Ohmura et al., 1998). For a full description of the data, see Wilson
et al. (2012; cf. Figure 1 and Table 1). It should be noted that the
limited selection of radiation sites means that these results should
be interpreted more from a qualitative rather than domain-wide
viewpoint when extrapolating the results to other areas of the
domain.
Figures 7 and 8 show the mean biases, RMSEs and correlations
for short-wave and long-wave radiation, respectively, along with
the 95% confidence intervals of the means. Statistics are based on
3 h output, and as with precipitation, the stations are averaged
over midlatitude and polar subregions. Mean biases for shortwave radiation at the surface for the ASRv1 are positive in all
months in the midlatitudes (17.9–70.7 W m−2 ) (Figure 7(a)). The
ERAI shows a much smaller bias in the midlatitudes, significantly
lower than the ASRv1 in all months except August–October.
The ASRv1 biases and RMSEs are quite large during the summer
months (May–August), when the diurnal cycle is much more
pronounced, and the summer biases are strongly reflected in the
significant annual mean biases. Recall that over the midlatitudes,
Q. J. R. Meteorol. Soc. 142: 644–658 (2016)
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Figure 6. Annual mean precipitation biases (%) for the period December 2006–November 2007 for the (a) ASRv1 and (b) ERAI. Magnitudes of the biases are given
by the colour scale and the size of the symbol. (c,d) Histograms showing precipitation events in ASRv1 (dark) and ERAI (light) for specific thresholds in the polar
(p; blue) and midlatitude (m; green) regions at the same locations used for the annual mean biases for January and July, respectively.

too much convective precipitation occurs during the summer
months, while Figure 7(a) shows that summertime biases suggest
too few clouds. In fact, continued WRF development has
addressed this issue, as previous versions (like the version used
for the ASRv1–Polar WRF 3.1.1) created convective precipitation
but did not include convective cloud in the cloud fraction of the
model. This physical inconsistency in the Polar WRF could not
be overcome with data assimilation alone (Wesslén et al., 2014),
but has been revised in the latest version of the Polar WRF used
for the ASRv2 15 km.
For the polar stations (Figure 7(b)), the ASRv1 performs well
during the colder months (October–March), although this is the
time of year with minimal short-wave radiation in the Arctic. The
magnitudes of the biases during this time are smaller than the
ERAI (only significant in March), while RMSEs are lower and
correlations are higher. Interestingly, the ERAI shows negative
biases during most months in the Arctic, even throughout the
summer when short-wave radiation is higher than observed in
ASRv1 (1.4–46.7 W m−2 ; Figure 7(b)). This further supports
the conclusion that during the summer, differences in shortwave radiation are tied directly to radiative/cloud effects not fully
captured by the model.
For the downwelling long-wave radiation in the midlatitudes
(Figure 8(a)), the ASRv1 biases are more negative than the ERAI
c 2015 Royal Meteorological Society


for all months except September, with biases in the ASRv1 from
−8.8 to −14.2 W m−2 and in the ERAI from −5.9 to −10.9 W m−2 .
Although qualitatively this is physically consistent, as an excess
of short-wave radiation can be compensated by a deficit in the
downwelling long-wave radiation (total net incoming radiation),
the magnitudes of the short-wave biases in the ASRv1 are much
larger than for downwelling long-wave. Thus, the cloud properties
(quantity and optical thickness) in the ASRv1 are suspect. Despite
the lack of significant monthly differences between the ASRv1 and
ERAI biases, their annual mean biases are statistically different.
The ASRv1 midlatitude mean RMSEs and correlations also vary
significantly with the ERAI, with better overall performance noted
in the ERAI. For the polar region (Figure 8(b)), the ASRv1 again
demonstrates negative long-wave radiation biases throughout all
months except October (−6.5 to −23.6 W m−2 ), with smaller
biases in the ERAI (−0.4 to −14.6 W m−2 ). However, there are no
significant differences between ASRv1 and ERAI monthly biases,
RMSEs or correlations.
5. Conclusions
Thus, we have demonstrated the ASR to be an important
contribution to this generation of reanalyses, particularly in
its depiction of the greater Arctic region. For the analysis results,
Q. J. R. Meteorol. Soc. 142: 644–658 (2016)
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Figure 8. Same as Figure 7 except for downwelling long-wave radiation.

a comparison with observational data shows biases of 2 m
temperature, 2 m dew-point, surface pressure and 10 m wind
speeds that are comparable to the ERAI. The greatest advances in
the ASRv1 over ERAI analysis fields are found in the near-surface
moisture and wind fields. The RMSE and correlations improve
in the ASRv1 for all variables, suggesting that the benefits lost
between the 3D-Var assimilation used by the ASRv1 and the
4D-Var utilized by the ERAI are more than justified by the
decrease in computational cost and the three-hourly cycling
method used in the ASRv1. Even more encouraging, the upperlevel comparison with observations reveals smaller biases and
RMSEs as well as higher correlations in the ASRv1 than in the
ERAI, with distinct improvements in relative humidity and wind
speed throughout the troposphere (Wesslén et al., 2014).
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With the ASRv1 wind fields shown to be well represented,
its strength lies in the depiction of mesoscale processes (studies
forthcoming). The ASRv1 benefits from a regional assimilation
of high-latitude observations and higher horizontal and vertical
resolutions. Already the improvements in ASRv1 to the wind
fields have proven beneficial for Arctic studies, including detailed
depictions of processes responsible for wind events near Novaya
Zemlya (Moore, 2013) as well as the life cycle, intensity, and
regional development climatology of Arctic cyclones (Tilinina
et al., 2014). This research demonstrates the potential for the
ASR to provide important information regarding not only Arctic
climate but also meteorological processes that are helpful for
forecasting in this region. Certainly, a more detailed study beyond
the scope of this current work is warranted, one featuring cyclone
Q. J. R. Meteorol. Soc. 142: 644–658 (2016)
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tracking and analysis of mesoscale phenomena throughout
the Arctic.
In general, the ASRv1 hydrologic forecast fields are not as
accurate as the ERAI, and there are distinct model issues leading
to large errors in the surface radiation. These forecast fields
are intricately tied to the Polar WRF physics parametrizations,
which have been shown to create excessive short-wave radiation
and too much convective precipitation during summer (Wilson
et al., 2012). Wesslén et al. (2014) demonstrated in an earlier
version of the ASR that even with a sophisticated microphysics
scheme, mixed-phase stratocumulus clouds during the ASCOS
are not well captured. This has negative feedbacks on the surface
energy budget and stability of the boundary layer. Not only
are the representations of the moist processes different between
the ASRv1 and ERAI, but the 4D-Var method in the ERAI
leads to greater temporal consistency between the assimilated
observations and the initialized state used to generate subsequent
forecasts. With the ERAI, the ECMWF has also focused on
improving the hydrological cycle through changes to the bias
correction of radiance data.
This article, however, has resulted in a greater understanding
of the strengths and needs that are still to be met for this Arctic
reanalysis. The ASR version 2 (15 km) is currently being refined
and will soon be made available. Along with higher horizontal
resolution, key areas of development include changes to the Polar
WRF moist physics that are expected to improve forecast fields
of precipitation and radiation, and attention has been be given
to the upper-level boundary near the top of the model (above
100 hPa). Additional sensitivity simulations may be performed
in order to understand the impact of the non-hydrostatic versus
hydrostatic formulations between the ASRv1 and ERAI, as well as
their different mean states and resolutions. However, the ASR has
already demonstrated its viability and significant contribution to
the research community.
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